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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a new multiple gas burner which is used in domestic cookers and ovens (i.e. furnaces), which consists of a flame crown
designed such that the inner and outer flame ports will be integrated and inner flame ports will be designed in small burner size standard, and in
which housings for securing (i.e. stabilizing) the thermocouple and sparking plug are provided. In the multiple gas burner according to the invention,
the flame crown is designed as one piece, i.e. in an integrated manner, thereby minimizing the risk of small separations (i.e. disintegration) likely
to occur between the ports, and of the port parts not fitting in one another. Further, in said multiple gas burner, housings for positioning of the
thermocouple, which provides continuous burning, and of the sparking plug, which provides ignition with a spark, both of said parts being disposed
in the burner, in order to achieve flame holding in the part called pool, are provided. These housings enable the sparking plug and thermocouple to
be located closer to the inner ring ports, while the bearings comprising the housings allow the internal separator to properly fit in the pool. Therefore,
the first ignition in the flame crown is easily performed in inner ring ports, while the burning in the other rings occurs inside-out by means of flame
switch method. Said internal separator provided in the gas burner according to the invention separates the primary air and primary air-gas mixture
and is mounted in the integrated, i.e. one-piece, flame crown according to the invention by means of screws; on the other hand, the protrusion
located around the horizontal venturi seals the gas reaching to the pool. Again, in the present multiple gas burner, secondary air holes are provided
for sending the desired amount of air to the ports; wherein the flame in the ports is made to burn in a stronger manner with the air supply through
these holes.
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